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Community activities and events promoting Rosslyn as a vibrant, 
mixed-use urban core
Marketing Rosslyn as a central location with active streets, bold 
cultural influences and unparalleled business opportunities
Beautification and hospitality programs for public areas, which 
include the BID’s Ambassadors who clean sidewalks and assist the 
public
Economic development to nurture and maintain relationships with 
key real estate and development stakeholders by providing Rosslyn 
resources and information
Parking, transportation, wayfinding, pedestrian and safety 
programs to ensure a positive experience when navigating to, from 
and within Rosslyn
Urban planning and design to bring a unified sense of place that 
promotes connections, community, collaboration and activity.

OVERVIEW
The Rosslyn Business Improvement District (BID) was established in 2003 
as the first BID in Arlington County. It is comprised of a 17-block downtown 
area of commercial and residential buildings. The BID’s governing body, the 
Rosslyn Business Improvement Corporation (RBIC), has become an integral 
part of the diversified and growing Rosslyn community. Governed by a 
Board of Directors that is made up of commercial and residential property 
owners, Rosslyn tenants and County representatives, RBIC’s mission is to 
provide high-quality customer-oriented services designed to define, 
enhance and continually improve Rosslyn for those who work, live, 
visit and do business here.

RBIC engages its stakeholders and the community at large through the 
following major program areas:

RBIC’s income is sourced from property tax assessment revenues collected 
by Arlington County from property owners within the BID boundaries. While 
initial property assessments within the BID increased approximately 50% 
over a 10 year period from 2008-2018, actual assessments in the recent 4 
years have been relatively flat. 

The RBIC current year funding for FY18 was approved at $3.8M, based on a 
tax rate of $0.078 per $100 of assessed property value. For FY19, RBIC is
currently anticipating a decrease in assessment tax revenues to $3.6M.
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FY2017 YEAR-IN-REVIEW
ENGAGED

197,000+
UNIQUE SESSIONS ON 

WEBSITE IN FY16

100% 
INCREASE IN WEBSITE 
TRAFFIC SINCE FY16

381,000+ 
PAGE VIEWS ON 

ROSSLYNVA.ORG

8,000+ 
FOLLOWERS ON 

FACEBOOK & TWITTER

842 
INSTAGRAM 
FOLLOWERS

845,000 
SQUARE FEET SIGNED

137,000 
SQUARE FEET NET 

ABSORPTION
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80
NEW LIGHT POLE 

BANNERS INSTALLED

SUMMER FL ARE

40,000 
SQUARE FEET OF LANDSCAPING  

PLANTED & MAINTAINED

BOLD
FESTIVE FALL 

WINTER WONDERL AND 

6,920 
FLOWERS PLANTED
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URBAN

Plaza on 19th Before

86+
HOURS SPENT 

ON SHORT TERM 
TRANSPORTATION 

SOLUTIONS

350
STAKEHOLDERS 

ENGAGED ON THE 
GONDOLA PROJECT

10
DEVELOPMENTS 
SHEPHERDED BY 

THE URBAN DESIGN 
COMMITTEE

PARKLET 

TRANSPORTATION WORKSHOP 

PARKLET
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Plaza on 19th Before

NEW EVENTS THIS SEASON

30,000
RECORD TOTAL ATTENDANCE 

FOR ROSSLYN EVENTS

2,000 
AMBASSADOR HOURS 

SPENT AT EVENTS

160+
 COMMUNITY EVENTS

ACTIVE

10
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70,000+
POUNDS OF WASTE 

COLLECTED

6,000+ 
POUNDS OF CLOTHING 
DONATED TO A-SPAN

1500+ 
FLIERS DISTRIBUTED BY 

HOSPITALITY AMBASSADORS

6,800+ 
HOSPITALITY 

ENGAGEMENTS

80+ 
ISSUES HANDLED & 

FORWARDED TO THE COUNTY

RESPONSIVE
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FY2017 marked a year of tremendous momentum for Rosslyn. This excitement 
extended from FY2017 and continues as we execute our FY2018 work plan. The 
announcement of Nestle’s HQ move to 1812 N. Moore was the biggest news 
event of the year for Rosslyn. Adding to this energy  were the announcements of 
other leasing activity that will bring a diversity of employers to our neighborhood. 
These include Grant Thornton, Snag-a-Job, Grocery Manufacturer’s Association, 
Knowland, Hungry, Phone 2 Action and others. This leasing velocity will produce a 
flurry of activity in FY2018.

Also, the addition of Central Place Residential and Central Place Plaza opened a 
dynamic new hub of activity within the Rosslyn core. Situated directly opposite 
the Rosslyn Metro entrance, the plaza serves as the meeting place for the Rosslyn 
community. New BID events such as the weekly Farmer’s Market, Rosslyn Rocks 
Concert series and Harvest Fest brought several thousand people to the plaza and 
Gateway Park, enlivening our streets and energizing the BID.

Furthering the momentum, the BID kicked off a major transportation study with 
Arlington County that will serve to re-envision the street grid within the Rosslyn 
core, with a goal toward creating a street-level environment that supports 
multimodality and retail access. Along with this long-term initiative, the BID will 
work with the County to identify and test short-term, low-cost improvements that 
promote walkability, bike-ability and general quality of movement within Rosslyn.

In addition, given the approval of the Rosslyn Streetscape Master Plan at the end 
of FY2017, RBIC is implementing Phase I of the streetscape roll-out. Phase 1 focuses 
on main arterials such as Lynn Street and Wilson Boulevard. This effort will see a 
replacement of disparate and outdated streetscape elements with a more modern 
design that better characterizes today’s Rosslyn.

A cornerstone element to the streetscape menu is the parklet prototype. RBIC will 
deploy the parklet Spring of FY2018 with an expected pilot time frame of two years. 
The parklet is a first for Arlington County and will determine how the County moves 
forward with parklets in other areas of the county.

Our robust suite of program services all serve to create a sense of place and 
community within Rosslyn. Four underlying goals continue to guide our programs 
and direct our actions toward a common vision of continual improvement of 
Rosslyn for those who work, live and visit. These four goals are:

FY2018 YEAR-TO-DATE

1. Shape Rosslyn’s Urban Character 
2. Activate the Neighborhood
3. Enhance the Perception of Rosslyn 
4. Maintain a Strong BID Organization  



90+ ATTENDEES
ON ROSSLYN ART TOURS

85 STREETSCAPE 
ELEMENTS ON ORDER

We will support the continued evolution of Rosslyn as an accessible, 
walkable and mixed-use community.

Major Accomplishments YTD:

Worked with Arlington County and community stakeholders to finalize the scope 
of the comprehensive transportation study of Rosslyn’s network.  The County 
selected a contractor to conduct the study which began in the Fall of 2017.  This 
18 month study is the first step in a critical piece of realizing the visions as laid out 
in the Rosslyn Sector Plan.

Worked with the County on several tactical urbanism improvements including 
curb bump outs, bollards, re-striping and widening of crosswalks on key 
intersections of Fort Myer Drive and Lynn Street that seek to improve pedestrian 
access and safety.

Began implementation of the Rosslyn Streetscape Master Plan Phase 1, adopted 
June 2017.  The parklet and other streetscape elements currently in fabrication 
will be deployed Spring 2018.  The parklet is the first one in Arlington County.

The police program that was piloted in FY17 was implemented as a regular BID 
program at the beginning of FY18.  The walking program which runs 6 hours 
per day, 3 days per week from April through November will increase public 
engagement with an eye toward safety and community.  Officers regularly visit 
Rosslyn retailers and building management as well as engage pedestrians.

Teamed up with Arlington Cultural Affairs to offer several walking tours of 
Rosslyn, showing off our comprehensive public art collection.

Shape Rosslyn’s Urban Character
Goal:
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18,000+ ATTENDEES OVER 13 
WEEK ROSSLYN CINEMA SERIES

10,000+ ATTENDEES AT THE 
ROSSLYN JAZZ FEST

Major Accomplishments YTD:

We will create and support robust activity in Rosslyn through events, 
community engagement, visual elements and amenities.   

Injected new energy into Rosslyn’s hallmark Jazz Fest by continuing to work with 
Arlington Cultural Affairs to bring high-energy musical talent to the main stage 
and partnering with local influencers to encourage more diverse attendance. We 
welcomed a record 10,000+ attendees.

Partnered with 12 local restaurants to draw the event crowd throughout the 
neighborhood on Jazz Fest Day. 

Began exploration of possible pop-ups to fill amenities gaps in our 
neighborhood. Our first series of pop-ups was Tune Up Tuesday, providing bike 
repairs in Central Place plaza. We are exploring opportunities for retail pop-ups 
in unleased commercial spaces.

Participated in the worldwide PARK(ing) Day drawing attention to the 
importance of the pedestrian experience. We debuted our soon to be installed 
Parklet which will create a new public space near the corner of Oak and Wilson 
Blvd. By capitalizing on the global nature of the event, we garnered over 14,000 
impressions on social media.

Goal:

Implemented new fall event series including our first annual Harvest Fest which 
encouraged activation throughout the neighborhood. By connecting Central Place 
Plaza with Continental Beer Garden and Gateway Park we were able bolster retail 
and highlight our recently opened public plaza. 

Activate the Neighborhood
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We will establish Rosslyn as an active, urban and accessible community by 
shifting external perception and by increasing awareness.

Major Accomplishments YTD:

Implemented a strategic video program that will produce dynamic content 
to highlight Rosslyn amenities and lifestyle. The content will be used for RBIC 
marketing as well as shared with strategic partners to promote Rosslyn.  

Initiated the second of three planned perception surveys to evaluate perceptions 
about Rosslyn.  Key stakeholder groups surveyed include Rosslyn residents, 
broader Arlington residents, Rosslyn employees and neighbors in the DC-
metro area. This will allow the BID to analyze raw data to track the changing 
perception of Rosslyn.

Secured a Rosslyn specific event to showcase the ongoing “Rosslyn Boom”. 
This event demonstrated the importance of place within buildings and within 
our neighborhood. The event served as a promotion not only of the Rosslyn 
neighborhood but also of the incredible businesses and property owners we have 
here, including Monday Properties, Penzance, JBG Smith, Weissberg Inc. and 
Nestle.

Utilized Pardot and Google Analytics to regularly analyzed social media and 
website data, ensuring content that resonates best with Rosslyn audiences.

Commenced routine and systemic updates about Rosslyn to the brokerage 
community and created 5 new targeted collateral pieces. 

Goal:
Enhance the Perception of Rosslyn
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1600+ INCREASE IN 
E-BLAST SUBSCRIBERS

100% INCREASE IN WEBSITE 
TRAFFIC 96.4% OVER NATIONAL 

AVERAGE



Maintain a Strong BID Organization

We will support and enhance foundational elements to ensure a highly 
functioning organization, which is paramount to the successful execution of 
all BID objectives.

Major Accomplishments YTD:

Held our first Board Retreat in 7 years. We facilitated director feedback on major 
initiatives for 2018-2019 and received suggestions on tactical improvements in 
our key program areas.

Launched a new engagement program to improve business and broker outreach  
and engagement, as well as tenant retention. With this program we aim to 
create a network of involved champions for Rosslyn, increase participation of 
businesses in community activities, and increase the awareness and value of the 
BID among businesses and brokers - all with the end goal of retaining existing 
businesses and growth of new businesses.

Streamlined our board recruitment process to improve diversity on our board.

Hired a Senior Engagement Director to implement the new Engagement 
Program.

Hired a new administrative assistant to replace a recently promoted staff 
member.

Updated Board orientation process to improve director on-boarding.

Developed and deployed new cross-functional teams (Placemaking & 
Engagement) to promote collaboration, creativity and efficiency.

BEGAN INTEGRATION OF 
SALESFORCE INTO OPERATIONS 

AND URBAN PLANNING

COMPLETED CLEAN AUDIT

Goal:
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FY2019 PLAN
While we are optimistic that momentum will continue to grow, vacancy rates 
remain top of mind. Rosslyn assessments have remained relatively flat over the 
past four-year period and we anticipate little to no growth in valuations for 
FY2019. With that in mind, we recommend no change to the special district tax 
rate of $0.078 per $100 of assessed value.

Despite a relatively flat revenue scenario, RBIC will continue to deliver the 
highest quality within our core services while also innovating on existing 
initiatives and creating new opportunities. The proposed FY2019 budget 
continues to support our established and popular community events as well as 
our highly valued Ambassador program.

In addition, we will complete the third of a three-year series of perception 
surveys that started with a baseline survey conducted in FY2017. An analysis of 
these results will help us evaluate our body of work and give us information for 
future improvements.

Furthermore, we will continue to work with the County to guide the 
comprehensive transportation study that is scheduled to complete mid-year 
FY2019. This work will entail robust stakeholder outreach and engagement as 
well as planning for implementation.

The FY19 budget also supports phase 2 of the streetscape roll-out. While phase 1 
focused on main arterial streets, phase 2 will begin to replace existing outdated 
elements on secondary streets.

We will continually explore opportunities to expand our amenities base. Retail 
pop-ups in both public and private spaces are great opportunities to showcase 
our neighborhood and prove the case for retail success in Rosslyn. Also, we will 
continue to capitalize on opportunities to enliven less used spaces with event 
programming, temporary public art or simply by adding public seating. We are 
early in the process of rolling out our new business engagement program, which 
has been met with overwhelmingly positive reactions from the new and existing 
businesses that call Rosslyn home.

As an organization and a community, RBIC and Rosslyn have been on a 
trajectory of growth and change over the last several years. And, over those 
years, RBIC has laid foundational processes that enable more informed decision 
making to further the success of our programs. In FY2019, we will continue 
to employ these best practices and evolve our organization to maximize the 
positive impact we have on our community while working within a flat revenue 
base. 
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Fiscal Year 2019 Budget Summary
 July 1, 2018 - June 30, 2019

Income

$3,647,000County F unds-Current FY 
County Retained Funds

County Admin Fee        75,000
       50,000Delinquency/Appeals 

Total County Retained Funds        125,000

Total County Funds   3,772,000

          5,000Interest Income 
Other Revenue            5,000

Total Income $3,782,000

Expense

       725,000
    1,292,000
       420,000
       636,000
       538,000
         46,000

Marketing & Promotion  
Operational Services  
Public Realm Improvements  
Community Activities  
Management & Administration 
Operating Reserve  
County Requirements         125,000

Total Expense $3,782,000
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